
Knowing How
________________________________________________________________________________
e theme of the lecture course is knowledge. But so far, we have focussed exclusively on 
propositional knowledge: knowledge that it is raining, that 

Is Knowing How a form of Knowing at?

1. Ryle
Ryle is generally taken to argue against the “intellectualist legend”, i.e. the claim that knowledge 
how is just knowledge that. Ryle argues that such an intellectualist view of know how leads to 
vicious regress. 

How exactly does the regress get going? 
Premise 1: If one Fs, one employs knowledge-how to F.
Premise 2: If one employs knowledge that p, one contemplates the proposition that p.
RA: Knowledge how to F is knowledge that φ(F).

Suppose Hannah knows how to ride a bike. When she rides a bike, she’s employing some piece of 
propositional knowledge: knowledge that φ(bike). But then, she must be contemplating the 
proposition φ(bike). But contemplating a proposition is an action! As Ryle argues: 

e crucial objection to the intellectualist legend is this. e consideration of propositions is 
itself an operation the execution of which can be more or less intelligent, less or more stupid. 
But if, for any operation to be intelligently executed, a prior theoretical operation had first to 
be performed and performed intelligently, it would be a logical impossibility for anyone ever 
to break into the circle. (1949, p. 30)

If know how is not knowledge that, what is it? According to Ryle, it’s an ability. 

2. Williamson & Stanley
W&S argue that Ryle’s argument fails. 
Premise 1: W&S argue that Premise 1 needs to be qualified. As stated it is false because of cases like 
the following:

 ? If Hannah digests food, she knows how to digest food. 
We can fix this by restricting Premise 1 to intentional actions: 
 If one F’s intentionally, one employs knowledge-how to F. 

Premise 2: W&S argue that Premise 2 then faces a dilemma. Here’s one way to read it: 
 If one employs knowledge that p, one intentionally contemplates the proposition that p. 
But why think that this is true? As Ginet argues: 

I exercise (or manifest) my knowledge that one can get the door open by turning the knob and 
pushing it (as well as my knowledge that there is a door there) by performing that operation 
quite automatically as I leave the room; and I may do this, of course, without formulating (in 
my mind or out loud) that proposition or any other relevant proposition.

Another way to read Premise 2 is this: 
 If one employs knowledge that p, one (unintentionally) contemplates the proposition that p. 
But then, we already have seen that Premise 1 does not apply. Unintentional actions need not 
manifest know how. e regress does not get started. 

W&S also argue against Ryle’s positive claim: that know how is an ability. ey suggest a number of 
counterexamples: 
e pianist who lost both hands knows how to play piano but isn’t able to do so.



e aged ice skater knows how to do a triple Salchow but is (no longer) able to do it. 

W&S then present a positive argument in favor of intellectualism. is argument rests on formal 
linguistics. e basic idea is roughly this.

e following sentences are all structurally (syntactically) similar: 
John knows who swims.
John knows where to swim. 
John knows whether to swim. 
John knows how to swim.

eir structure is that of embedded questions. What does it take for these sentences to be true? John 
must know the answer to the relevant question. For example: 
John knows that Alice swims. 
John knows that Walden Pond is a place to swim.
John knows that he should swim.

ese are all instances of propositional knowledge. W&S suggest that the same goes for know how. 
John knows how to swim is true if and only if, for some contextually relevant way w which is a way 
for John to swim, John knows that w is a way for him to swim. 

Roughly, in slogan form, the view is this; 
Knowing how to F is a matter of knowing a way to F, i.e. knowing of some particular way to F is a 
way to F. 

Importantly, according to W&S, the agent must know that w is a way to F under a practical mode of 
presentation. 

Some worries about W&S argument: 
• Should we put so much weight on formal linguistics? Why does the fact that various sentences 

have the same structure tell us anything about the nature of the relevant mental state? 
• What is the practical mode of presentation? 
• Neurological evidence that procedural and declarative knowledge involves different brain regions. 

Is Knowing at a form of Knowing How? 
A number of philosophers have argued that intellectualism gets things the wrong way around. We 
should not be trying to reduce know how to propositional knowledge. We should try to do the 
opposite. 

Hetherington
Hetherington agrees that there aren’t two fundamentally different kinds of knowledge. But he also 
thinks that Ryle’s idea was right: know how is an ability. He suggests that propositional knowledge, 
too, is an ability: 

Your knowing that p is your having the ability to manifest various accurate representations of p. 
e knowledge as such is the ability as such. (75)

Where does this leave belief? 
Knowledge is not a special kind of belief. Rather belief is a manifestation of knowledge. Moreover 
belief is not the only manifestation of knowledge, there’s also registering that p, performing actions 
(including speech acts) that are only appropriate when p is true. 



What about justification? Abilities can come in different forms. Some are manifested automatically, 
others require reflection. is accounts for the appeal of internalism in some situations and 
externalism in others. 
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